Quality Requirements
Q1R - Commercial Conformity Certifications

****Completely Rewritten****

Notice: A hard copy of this document may not be the document currently in effect. The current version is always the version on the Lockheed Martin network.

Seller shall have a quality system as specified in section I for aircraft to be assembled in the United States. For aircraft assembled outside the United States, Seller shall have a quality system as specified in section II.

I. REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT ASSEMBLED IN THE UNITED STATES

A. Seller shall have a quality system approved by Buyer QA as meeting the requirements of the Federal Aviation Regulations Part 21. Seller acknowledges that its quality system is subject to Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") audit without notice as part of Buyer QA approval.

B. Items delivered under this purchase order ("PO") are subject to FAA certification and manufacturing requirements which include, but are not limited to, FAA approval of engineering, test plans prior to testing, FAA conformity of the test article, FAA witnessing of tests, and FAA approval of test results.

C. Seller shall obtain FAA conformity by an authorized FAA designee on first production items as specified by Buyer.

D. Seller coordination with FAA for conformity elements shall be through Buyer.

E. Seller shall ensure that items requiring FAA conformity are accompanied by a properly authorized "FAA 8130-3" air worthiness approval tag.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT ASSEMBLED OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

A. Seller shall have a quality system approved by Buyer QA as meeting the requirements of the Federal Aviation Regulations Part 21. Seller acknowledges that its quality system is subject to Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") audit without notice by the FAA and/or the civil aeronautic authority ("CAA") of the country which has conformity authority as part of Buyer QA approval.
B. Items delivered under this purchase order ("PO") are subject to authority of FAA and/or CAA of the country which has conformity authority (or appropriate designated representatives) for certification and manufacturing requirements which include, but are not limited to, approval of engineering, test plans prior to testing, conformity of test article, witnessing of tests, and approval of test results.

C. Seller shall obtain CAA conformity by an authorized designee of the CAA of the country which has conformity authority on first production items as specified by Buyer.

D. Seller coordination with FAA and/or CAA for conformity elements shall be through Buyer.

E. Seller shall ensure that items requiring FAA and/or CAA conformity are accompanied by a properly authorized "FAA Form 8130-3" air worthiness approval tag (or equivalent CAA tag) as directed by the Buyer.